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WHEAT 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
For the week, Chicago wheat closed $.06 1/4 lower; Kansas City wheat closed $.08 3/4 lower and 
Minneapolis wheat $.06 1/4 lower. Last week, Egypt bought 120,000 mts of Ukrainian wheat.  
 
In the weekly export inspections report; U.S. wheat exports, in the last full week of the 2019/20 
marketing year, were 18.3 million bushels. However, over the final two months of the year, wheat 
exports averaged only 18.6 million bushels/week vs the roughly 21 million/week which was necessary to 
allow the USDA's 970 million bushel export projection to be reached. Cumulative export inspections of 
915 million bushels are essentially unchanged from last year's 911 million. 

 
In the USDA weekly crop progress and conditions report; U.S. spring wheat planting is 91% complete 
vs 91% expected, 60% last week, 90% last year and 96% average. The first U.S. spring wheat crop 
conditions of the year came in at 80% g/e vs 66% expected and 74% last year. North Dakota is 82% g/e, 
Minnesota is 81% and South Dakota is 74%.  

 
Winter wheat conditions fell to 51% good/excellent vs 54% expected, down 3% from 54% last week and 
well below 64% last year. Key states of Nebraska lost 6% to 64%, Kansas is only 42% g/e, Oklahoma is 
56%, Texas is 39%, Missouri is 40%, Illinois is 56% and Indiana is 64%. Winter wheat is 77% headed 
vs. 72% on average. Winter wheat harvest is only 3% done nationwide.  



 
STRATEGY & OUTLOOK 

Harvest has started in Texas and moved into Oklahoma. So far, yields have been slightly above 
expectations. Yields are likely to fall when harvest moves to Kansas. Dryness in the European Union 
wheat belt has trimmed their exportable supplies and opened the door for the possibility of increased US 
wheat exports. The COT report has turned decidedly bullish.  

 

 



 

 

Midwest  Market  Solutions  does  not  necessarily  take  every  trade  recommendation  listed  herein. This 
material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Midwest Market Solutions and is, or is in 
the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Midwest Market Solutions’s 
Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the 
futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely 
solely on this communication in making trading decisions. 

DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. 
PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM 
THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE 
EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND 
SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE 
MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A 
SOLICITATION. 
  
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider 
whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical 
tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades 
and statistical services and other sources that Midwest Market Solutions believes are reliable. We do not 
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading 
advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no 



guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 
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